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The scattering of K+ mesons from nuclei has attracted considerable interest in the last
few years. The K+ holds a very special position as the weakest of all strongly interaction
probes. The average cross section is not larger than about 10 mb at lab momenta below "••m
800 MeV/c, corresponding to a mean free path in the nucleus larger than 5 fm. Thus
the K+ is capable of probing the entire volume of the nucleus (1). Single scattering of
the K+ with a nucleon in the nucleus dominates the nuclear scattering, and only small
and calculable higher order corrections are needed. The nucleon is a dynamical entity and
its internal structure can, in principle, be altered by its surrounding nuclear environment.
This work reports an experiment in which the K+ is used to compare the nucleon in the
nucleus with a free nucleon.

Siegel, Kaufmann and Gibbs (2), inspired by some interpretations of the EMC effect,
argued that if the nucleons in the nucleus "swell" (partial deconfiuement) the effect could
be detected by measuring the ratio of the K+ total cross section on carbon to that on
deuterium. At low momenta (<800 MeV/c) the K+N interaction is dominated by the S\\
channel. The authors predicted that a 10% increase in nucleon size carries with it a 5-10%
increase in £$„. Subsequently they calculated the above mentioned ratio in an optical
model and concluded that an increase of 10% in the S\\ K+N phase shift would result in
ratios significantly higher than the upper limits of the calculation with free K+N phase
shifts and conventional medium corrections.

Brown, Dover, Siegel and Weise (3) pointed out that in meson exchange models of
the K+N interaction, p and w exchanges play a dominant role. The vector meson mass is
density dependent which in turn implies a density dependent K+N scattering amplitude.
The elastic scattering and reaction cross sections were then calculated in an optical po-
tential derived from the scattering amplitude. They also calculated the ratio of total cross
sections of K+C to K+d with the result that a reasonable density parameter produced an
increase in the ratio very similar to the 10% change in 6slx of Siegel et al.

K+p and K+d scattering have been studied extensively while the only K+-nucleus
data available are total cross section measurements on C at momenta above 714 MeV/c
(4) and differential elastic cross sections on C and Ca at 800 MeV/c (5). Recently, total
K+ cross sections on carbon, calcium, deuterium, lithium and silicon were obtained at
different momenta ranging from 450 to 760 MeV/c using kaon beams from the Brookhaven
Alternating Gradient Synchrotron (AGS) (13).

Figure 1 is a schematic diagram of the experimental apparatus. The concept of "total
cross section" for charged particles involves the subtraction of the divergent Coulomb and
nuclear-Coulomb interference terms which dominate the cross section as the scattering
angle approaches zero. The method used here consisted of measuring particles scattered
into an array of nine 0.6 mm scintillation detectors which formed a set of increasing solid
angles ranging from 40 to 490 msr. Particle identification was provided by a combination
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of time-of flight and a tunable differential Cerenkov counter (DISC), which resulted in a
discrimination factor for kaons against pions of better than 105. Beam intensities on target
ranged from 500 K+/spill at 500 MeV/c to 105/spill at 760 MeV/c with a 1.2 second spill
every 3.0 sec. Lead shielding was provided as shown to maintain rates in the transmission
scintillators below 2 • 10s /sec.

Logical "OR" circuitry among the scintillator disks provided a set of sealer readings,
5,-, which represent the cumulative sum of all particles scattered into the solid angles ft,-.
The same was done without the target in place. The partial cross sections are given by
the relation:

where nt is the number of scatterers/cm2, B is the number of incident K+ and the super-
scripts on S? and B° refer to the empty target measurement.

An extrapolation to zero scattering angle is made after correction for the Coulomb and
nuclear elastic scattering amplitudes. We follow the description of Kaufmann and Gibbs
(6) and use their computed corrections. These authors show that, while the corrections are
somewhat model-dependent, the extrapolation to zero scattering angle results in a total
cross section which is virtually model-independent. Detailed information on the physics,
experimental setup and procedures is available in refernces (12 and 13).

At this meeting, the measured K+-C, K+-Li and K+-D total cross sections and their
respective ratios will be presened and discussed. Experimental data from the other nuclei
are still under analysis.

As we discussed in the introduction, within the classical picture of unchanged nucleons
in the nucleus, the K+ interaction with the nucleus can be constructed from the K+N
interaction with great reliability. State of the art calculations for the ratio of the K+ total
cross section on carbon to that on deuterium are presented as the shaded area in Fig 2.
The data are in significant disagreement with the conventional calculations. If we accept
the assumptions of Siegel, Kaufmann and Gibbs (2) the deviation can be explained by the
assumption that the effective K+N phase shifts in the nucleus differ from those for free
nucleons. The most likely source of the change is a modification of the nucleon properties
which causes the K+N scattering amplitude in the medium to be altered. The dashed
curve shows the predicted ratio based on a 10% increase in the Su phase shift. This is
consistent with the radius increase chosen by Close et al. (10) to explain the EMC effect.
A quantitatively similar curve would result from the treatment of Brown et al (3). This
experiment cannot distinguish between these alternative explanations.

In fig. 3, Theoretical calculations using the prescription of ref. (2) employing the
suggested increase of the quark confinement scale in going from a free nucleon to a nucleus
based on ref (10) are shown for few nuclei. Based on these calculations, one should be able
to measure a difference on the order of 5% between C and Li. Preliminery results on the
ratio of the K+ total cross section on lithium to that on deuterium show no significant
differences from the ratio of the K+ total cross section on carbon to that on deuterium.

The availability of clean and intense beams at KAON should be used to repeat these
measurements with statistical precision of better than one percent. In agreement with
the authors of reference (10), we think that the nuclei with the "anomalous densities"
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Fig. 1. A schematic drawing, not to scale, of the experimental apparatus. Si and S2 represent
beam-defining scintillators, aud C the tunable Cereukov counter. The E counter
served to monitor the beam and define transmission array efficiency. Drift chambers
allowed determination of particle trajectories aud were essential for the evaluation of
systematic corrections.
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Fig. 2. The results of the present experiment in the form of the ratio ac/Qo'd- The earlier
data of Bugg et al. (4) at higher momenta are shown. The shaded band represents the
limits of the "conventional" calculations of Siegel et al. (2); the dashed line indicates
the effect of a 10% increase in the Sn phase shift.
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Fig. 3. Theoretical calculations using the same prescription of ref. (2) employing the sug-
gested increase of the quark confinement scale in going from a free iiucleon to a
nucleus based on ref (10).



(strong deviation from smooth behavior of the density), such as 4He and 9Li would be the
most interesting to study, Fig. 3. The measurements should also be extended to several
additional heavier nuclei to check possible saturation effects. A very desirable range for
the excitation function would be for incident positive kaon beams of momenta between 400
and 800 MeV/c in 50 MeV/c steps. At KAON this should be achievable in a few days.

As has been discussed in this contribution, total cross section measurements have been
used to study medium effects in nuclei such as the change in the size of the nucleon in the
nuclear medium compared to that in free space. To make definite statements about this
issue, one should also provide new and higher quality K+N data for the same momentum
range to in order to extract better phase shifts. The quality of K+N data especially
for the 1=0 channel is very poor especially below 800 MeV/c and essentialy there is no
experimental data below 400 MeV/c. At Higher momenta, one can also look for exotic Z*
states above 1 GeV/c.

The author would like to thank the E835 collaboration especially, Dr. R.E. Chrien
for many useful and helpful discussions.
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